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yepatches, parrots, peg legs and
a penchant for rum are just some
of the many ideas that most likely
spring to mind when we think of
pirates. But how many of these pop
culture clichés are actually true?
In this essential guide, we take you back to
the high seas of the late 17th and early 18th
centuries, a period known as the golden age of
piracy, when the seas were awash with criminals
looking to make their fortunes. Indeed, this was
the time of Blackbeard, the Jolly Roger flag, and
the founding of the so-called ‘pirate republic’
of Nassau in the Bahamas.

Over the next 28 pages, with the help of expert
Dr Rebecca Simon, we explore the lives and
deeds of some of history’s most notorious pirates,
climb aboard the ships they sailed on, and find
out what gruesome punishments awaited those
who were caught.
We also debunk some of the prevailing
myths about pirates: did they really make their
unfortunate victims walk the plank? Why do we
often associate them with having a West Country
accent? And what is the difference between a
buccaneer and a corsair?
Start your voyage of discovery over the page
with some key dates from piracy’s heyday...
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about the golden age of piracy
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Discover the differences between these nautical villains

38 Six despicable pirates from history

Eric Jay Dolin selects a handful of the many criminals who terrorised the oceans

42 Partners in crime

Find out how Anne Bonny and Mary Read wrote themselves into legend

46 Queen Anne’s Revenge

What was so special about Blackbeard’s famous flagship?
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Dr Rebecca Simon debunks several popular pirate myths
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52 Trial and punishment

Once they had been hunted down, convicted pirates often faced a gruesome end

54 Muslim rulers of the waves

Before the likes of Blackbeard and Anne Bonny, bands
of corsairs operated out of North African ports
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PIRACY TIMELINE

A CENTURY OF TERROR
The key moments during piracy’s ‘golden age’, when the seas
became a playground for criminals seeking quick fortunes

WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

c1630
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A group of
French and English
buccaneers
(privateers who
attack Spanish
ships) establish
a base at Tortuga,
a rocky island
off the coast of
Hispaniola in the
Caribbean. It will
become a major
haven for pirates
and smugglers over
the coming years.

30

MAY 1655

1660

1662

G Jamaica is captured by English forces
during the Anglo-Spanish War – a bitter
conflict begun in 1654 over England and
Spain’s commercial interests. Buccaneers
are encouraged by the island’s new rulers
to protect it from Spanish attacks, and
make Port Royal (above) their base.

The Anglo-Spanish
War comes to an
end due to the
ongoing political
turmoil in England,
which sees the
end of Oliver
Cromwell’s republic
and the restoration
of King Charles
II to the throne.
But with no peace
treaties signed,
sporadic clashes
in the Caribbean
continue.

Welsh buccaneer
Henry Morgan
accompanies
Royal Navy captain
Christopher
Mings on a raid
of Santiago de
Cuba – the former
capital of Spanishheld Cuba. The
attack, supported
by Jamaica’s
governor, Lord
Windsor, causes
outrage in Spain.

30 JUL 1715

c1713

1713

A Spanish
treasure fleet,
carrying coins,
silver, silks
and spices, is
wrecked off the
coast of Florida.
Treasure seekers
quickly set out
to plunder the
vessel, including
John Rackham,
Charles Vane and
Blackbeard.

Nassau, on the
island of New
Providence in the
Bahamas, becomes
a fully-fledged
pirate republic. Its
founders are the
English pirates
Benjamin
Hornigold,
Henry Jennings,
Charles Vane
and Edward
Teach (known
as Blackbeard).

H The first of several peace treaties is
signed between England, France and
Spain, who have been at loggerheads
with each other during the War of the
Spanish Succession (1701–14). After
being made redundant by the Royal
Navy,
thousands
of British
sailors turn
to piracy –
a lucrative
form of
income.
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11 JUL 1668
F Morgan and his
crew occupy the
Spanish settlement
of Portobelo (now
part of modernday Panama). They
negotiate a ransom
of 100,000 pesos in
gold coins and silver
ingots and receive a
rapturous reception
back in Jamaica.
The incident
helps cement
Morgan’s fearsome
reputation.

23 MAY 1701
F Scottish
privateer
William Kidd
is hanged at
Execution Dock
in Wapping,
London, having
turned to
piracy after
being sent
on a mission
to suppress
pirate activity
in the Indian
Ocean.

1670

1674

G The Treaty of Madrid is signed between
England and Spain. England agrees to
suppress piracy in the Caribbean, while
Spain promises to recognise England’s
sovereignty over Jamaica.

E Henry
Morgan
(right) is
knighted by
Charles II
and made
lieutenant
governor
of Jamaica.
Originally
summoned
to England to
face charges
of piracy, he
is now lauded
as a hero.

SEP 1695

7 JUN 1692

25 AUG 1688

F English pirate Henry
Every carries out one of
the largest heists in history
when he captures the
Ganj-i-Sawai, a ship
belonging to the Mughal
emperor and laden with
treasure worth roughly
£600,000 (around £127m
today). He becomes the
subject of one of the
earliest international
manhunts in history, but
is never found.

H An earthquake
destroys Port Royal.
It never recovers to
its earlier heights
as a vital English
trading port and
pirate haven.

Henry Morgan
dies a wealthy
man in Jamaica;
an amnesty
is proclaimed
allowing pirates
to attend his
funeral without
fear of arrest.

5 SEP 1717

MAY 1718

5 SEP 1718

22 NOV 1718

12 DEC 1718

1721

MAR 1722

MAY 1724

F Britain’s
King George I
(left) issues the
Proclamation for
Suppressing of
Pirates, offering
pardons for those
who surrender
themselves by
the same date the
following year.

H Blackbeard
(below) blockades
the port of Charles
Town in South
Carolina for a
week, demanding
medical supplies
and ransacking any
ships that pass.

More than 600
pirates have now
been pardoned by
George I, including
Blackbeard and
Hornigold.

E Blackbeard,
back at sea despite
his royal pardon, is
killed off the coast
North Carolina by
Lieutenant Robert
Maynard and a
group of fellow
pirate hunters. The
pirate’s head is
fixed to the prow
of Maynard’s ship
as a grisly trophy.

Nassau’s time as
a pirate republic
comes to an end
with the execution
of nine ringleaders
captured by
Hornigold, who has
recently switched
sides to become
a pirate hunter.

The Piracy Act
is passed in
Britain. The Royal
Navy now has
more powers to
suppress piracy,
while the courts
can also impose
harsher penalties
for illegal cargo
trading.

A mass trial takes place
at Cape Coast Castle,
West Africa, for dozens
of crewmen previously
led by the late pirate
Bartholomew Roberts –
alleged to have plundered
more than 400 ships. Fiftytwo men are hanged, while
17 are sent to London’s
notorious Marshalsea
Prison. By now, the
so-called ‘golden age’
of piracy has virtually
come to an end.

E Captain Charles
Johnson (likely
a pseudonym)
publishes A
General History
of the Robberies
and Murders of the
Most Notorious
Pyrates. It contains
biographies of
some of history’s
most prolific
pirates and helps
shape their nearmythical status. d

6 DEC 1687
An entry in
a French pirate
logbook describes
the raising of a
flag bearing a skull
and crossbones –
one of the earliest
known references
to the ‘Jolly Roger’
symbol associated
with piracy.

GOLDEN AGE OF PIRACY Q&A

EVERYTHING YOU
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
THE GOLDEN AGE OF PIRACY
Dr Rebecca Simon answers key questions about an era
when bands of buccaneers menaced the high seas
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Q: What and when was
the golden age of piracy?
A: It was a period of time when piracy
was most active within the Atlantic
world – primarily the Caribbean, North
America, Britain, Europe and the west
coast of Africa.
Piracy’s golden age can really be
divided into three main periods: in the
1670s and parts of the 1680s, buccaneers
of the Caribbean, mostly French pirates,
fought over different land territories and
were more land-based than sea-based.
Then, there were the British pirates in the
Indian Ocean in the 1690s. Here, we see
figures such as Henry Every and Captain
Kidd, both of whom disrupted trade
between the British and Indian Mughals.
The third period – and the one that
most people associate with piracy’s
golden age – took place between c1713
and c1730, during which time there were
large organised bands of pirates. It was
in this last period that the pirates most
people have heard of were operating:
Blackbeard, Charles Vane, Jack Rackham,
Anne Bonny, Mary Read, Captain
Hornigold and so on. It’s also the time
when the pirate republic at Nassau, on
the island of Providence in the Bahamas,
was established.
Piracy in the 1600s was mainly the
product of contested ownership of
plantation colonies in the Caribbean,
particularly between the British and
the Spanish, who were constantly at
odds over who should control different
regions. A main area of contention was
Jamaica, which became known as one of
the most successful plantation islands in
the West Indies, mostly because of sugar
cultivation. With so many political issues
and battles taking place, the British and
Spanish were unable to police piracy in
the same way they had previously.
The War of the Spanish Succession
(1701–14) was another factor in the rise of
activity. During the conflict, many pirates
were hired as privateers – someone who
32
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was given a contract to attack enemy
ships – for either the British or the
Spanish. They were paid in the loot that
they stole, but once the war ended, many
privateers found themselves out of work
and turned instead to illegal piracy.

Q: What goods and
routes did pirates target?
A: Pirates targeted lots of different
areas, particularly major sea lanes
that led into the West Indies – through
a lot of the Bahamas, the Leeward
Islands, in towards Jamaica and many
American ports. Their aim was to acquire
items that could give them wealth –
textiles such as silks and spices, for
example – as well as things that would
replenish their own stores. Alcohol was
also highly desirable, especially rum,
which was a staple drink on a pirate
ship, and wines, such as Madeira wine
from Portugal.

ABOVE: While pirates
did loot gold and silver,
they also sought other
valuable items, such as
silk, spices and alcohol
TOP: Blackbeard and
Charles Vane’s crews
on Ocracoke Island,
North Carolina, 1718

Q: How was piracy viewed by
people on land?
A: The relationship between piracy
and those on land was actually quite
complicated. There were people in parts
of the Caribbean and the southern

long beard so that it would smoke. So
pirates were very aware of their grim
reputations, and many of them did
capitalise on it because it gave them an
advantage when attacking ships, and
often meant they could get their victims
to surrender very quickly.

Q: What ailments and illnesses
did pirates at sea suffer from?
American colonies who actually worked
with pirates, particularly in the 1600s.
Competition between the British and
Spanish over plantation islands saw
Britain try and cripple Spain’s economy
– along with that of France and Portugal,
its other main competitors – by passing
navigation acts in the 1650s. Amongst
other things, these banned colonists from
trading with Britain’s competitors. The
colonists didn’t like this. It took away
their own freedom of trade and also
stopped them from being able to obtain
a lot of goods that they really wanted. So
they worked with pirates who robbed
ships at will and were able to bring these
goods into the colonies illegally. Some
pirates were considered well-respected
members of the community in those
areas. They might have had families
there, or might have even been sponsored
by a governor or other powerful people.
This wasn’t always the case, though,
particularly at the turn of the 18th
century when anyone found to be
trading with, or helping, pirates would
consequently be considered a pirate
themselves and been treated as such
if caught. People living in the middleAtlantic colonies – such as Maryland,
New Jersey, Delaware, New York and
up into New England – had a fear and
hatred of piracy because the economies
of these communities were so merchantdependent, and pirates were a massive
threat to merchants. There were many
sailing communities, particularly in
New England, that were in real danger
of having their livelihoods and
communities destroyed by pirates.
Even though there were people who
supported pirates in the Caribbean and
some of the southern American colonies,
there were many people who were
absolutely terrified of them. And pirates
knew this; some would even release
victims so that they would go and warn
people of what their former captors were
going to do. It was a way of keeping their
fearsome reputations alive.
A pirate with one of the most terrifying
reputations was Edward Teach – known
as Blackbeard – who was described
as looking as if he had emerged from
the gates of hell. He deliberately made
himself look as frightening as possible,
putting candles or pieces of fuse in his

ABOVE: A print shows
Dutch ships sailing
under Spanish colours
to get around the 1651
Navigation Act, which
prohibited foreign
vessels from importing
goods other than their
own into Britain
BELOW LEFT: Frequent
bouts of fighting
meant pirates often
suffered injuries,
leading to infection
and amputation
BELOW RIGHT: An
18th-century image of
Blackbeard. The pirate
was known to insert
candles into his facial
hair to boost his
menacing appearance

A: Pirate ships, and pretty much all other
ships at the time, experienced similar
ailments among their crews. Perhaps
the number one threat to anyone at sea
during this period was scurvy, a disease
caused by vitamin C deficiency and
which presented in swollen, bleeding
gums, swelling, joint pain, weakness
and ultimately death. But pirates were
generally known as being a bit healthier
than many other sailors of the day; the
frequency with which they were robbing
ships meant that they were constantly
replenishing their food stores.
In addition, pirates often sailed close
to lots of islands where they could
replenish their stores pretty easily. They
weren’t sailing over very long, drawnout distances in the same the way as
merchant ships, which crossed entire
oceans, so this generally kept them
physically healthier.
A popular drink called grog, which we
hear a lot about in pop culture, but which

“SOME PIRATES WERE
CONSIDERED WELLRESPECTED MEMBERS
OF THE COMMUNITY”

was actually a real drink, also helped
to combat scurvy. Grog comprised one
part rum, four parts water, a spoonful
of brown sugar and the juice of a lime.
So it was both a treat, but also a way
to prevent scurvy, with the lime juice
providing much-needed vitamin C.
Another threat, of course, was malaria,
particularly in the Caribbean. At some
point, pirates started drinking a tincture
of quinine – made from the bark of the
cinchona tree commonly found in
South America, Central America and
the islands of the Caribbean – which
was used to treat malaria. And then,
of course, there was always the risk of
injury from the fighting that was always
very common. Wound infections were
prevalent, and pirates could very easily
lose a limb or need to have an arm or
leg amputated.
Syphilis was also a frequent disease
on board pirate ships. Pirates visited
brothels and we know that syphilis
ran rampant throughout the American
colonies and Europe at this time. In fact,
Blackbeard, who blockaded Charleston
port in South Carolina in 1718, is said to
have done so in order to get medicine for
himself and several of his crew, who had
been ravaged by syphilis.
The most common treatment for
syphilis was mercury, which was believed
to be effective because it took away
the symptoms. Did it actually cure the
disease, though? No, it actually made
people sicker due to mercury poisoning,
but it took away symptoms such as
tremors and sores. So, syphilis, scurvy,
malaria, injuries and infection were
some of the main threats to sailors on
board pirate ships.
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GOLDEN AGE OF PIRACY Q&A
Q: How were ethnic minorities
treated on board pirate ships?
A: Pirate ships were quite multinational
and pretty diverse. About 50 per cent of
pirate crews in the Atlantic world during
the golden age of piracy would have been
white British or American colonists. So
the other half would have been people
from a variety of countries. There were
French, Spanish and Portuguese pirates,
as well as pirates from East India. You
might have even seen southeast Asian
pirates on board ships, although that
was a bit more rare, particularly in the
Atlantic, but not unheard of.
There were Native American pirates
and, of course, there would have been
black African pirates, many of whom
would likely have been enslaved people
who had escaped bondage or who had
been released, or perhaps enslaved
people whose ship had been captured by
pirates and been forced into joining
a pirate crew.
We don’t know for sure how ethnic
minorities were treated on pirate ships.
Formerly enslaved black pirates may have
been given lower positions on board,
perhaps in the kitchens. This could have
either been because of their skill set,
or could have been because of prejudice.
There were some black pirates who
were treated horribly because they had
essentially been captured from slave
ships and ultimately sold on as slaves
in other colonies – they were considered
cargo, really. But most pirates didn’t
actually engage in the slave trade like
that. They would bring enslaved people
on board if they had captured a slave
ship, for example, and some of these
people would then be absorbed into
the pirate crew.
Blackbeard is known for taking on as
many as 14 enslaved people as members

of his crew, but he did eventually end
up selling several of them. So it varied a
great deal from ship to ship.
The big difference for men of colour
on pirate ships is that they were actually
allowed on board, at a time when they
wouldn’t have been permitted on other
ships. So, you could say that pirate ships
were places that a lot of marginalised
people knew they would be accepted –
the ability to fight and willingness to die
in battle was deemed more important
than skin colour.
Religious minorities, or those who
had been persecuted for their religious
beliefs, could also be found on board
pirate ships. Catholics, in particular, were
common, but there were also known to
be bands of Jewish pirates in existence
as well. So, overall, pirate
ships were actually quite
multicultural places.

Captives being forced
into slavery in West
Africa. Occasionally,
pirates would absorb
slaves into their crew if
they seized a slave ship
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ABOVE: The execution
of William Fly in 1726
has been described as
marking the end of
piracy’s golden age
LEFT: The War of
Jenkins’ Ear (1739–
48), saw many pirates
recruited to serve
in European navies
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Q: When did the golden age
of piracy start to slow down?
A: Piracy’s heyday starts to end in the
late 1720s. The historian Marcus Rediker
has argued that the golden age of piracy
ended in 1726 when the pirate William
Fly was executed, because his was the
last real public spectacle execution of
a pirate. There was also a real crackdown
on piracy after the War of the Spanish
Succession, with up to 4,000 pirates
thought to have been executed in the
decade after 1713. By the end of the
1720s, many of the well-known pirate
leaders had been executed, disappeared
or retired, such as Benjamin Hornigold,
Bartholomew Roberts, Blackbeard
and Jack Rackham. What’s more, the
appointment of former privateer Woodes
Rogers as the first royal governor of
the Bahamas, in 1718, had seen pirates
expelled left and right from an area
where they had congregated for so long.
Further difficulties between various
European countries – eventually
culminating in the War of the Austrian
Succession (1740-48) and the War of
Jenkins’ Ear (1739–48) – also contributed
to the decline of piracy; many of these
European nations needed skilled sailors
who were able to fight. Pirates were offered
pardons in return for their services as
privateers. A lot of pirates accepted this;
for many, illegal piracy just wasn’t worth
the risk anymore. d
INTERVIEW: ELINOR EVANS
WORDS: CHARLOTTE HODGMAN

DR REBECCA SIMON is a historian
of early modern piracy, colonial America
and the Atlantic world. Her books include
Why We Love Pirates: The Hunt for
Captain Kidd and How He Changed Piracy
Forever (Mango Press, 2020)

PIRATE TERMINOLOGY
A 15th-century illu
shows a Franco-Ge stration
noese fleet
setting out to battl
e African
corsairs in the Medit
erranean

PRIVATEERS,
BUCCANEERS,
AND CORSAIRS
During the Age of Sail, one man’s
privateer was another man’s pirate.
But what was the legal difference?
Following the Congress of Paris, which
met in 1856 to ensure peace after the
Crimean War, nations also signed a
declaration in which they agreed to
stop granting letters of marque

named Thomas Tew, who had been
born in a British colony in today’s Rhode
Island, accepted a commission from
Bermuda’s governor for a privateering
venture to Africa, to take a French fort
located on the Gambia River. Yet instead
of attacking the French as promised, he
and his crew sailed to the Indian Ocean
and plundered a Mughal ship, returning
to Rhode Island with substantial amounts
of treasure (see page 39).

a more peaceful relationship with
Spain, and consequently cracked down
on privateering expeditions. By the
decline of the Age of Sail, privateering
had become obsolete, and letters of
marque were officially abolished after the
Congress of Paris in 1856.
While the terms ‘buccaneer’ and
‘corsair’ can refer to both pirates and
privateers, the difference between

ABOVE: A memorandum
that Francis Drake wrote
for Queen Elizabeth I,
setting out his plans for
a voyage in the Pacific
ABOVE LEFT: Drake’s
privateering fleet attacks
Ribeira Grande in Cape
Verde, 1585

the former pair had more to do with
geography. ‘Corsair’ was the name given
to those operating on the Mediterranean
Sea and the Barbary Coast of North
Africa, many of whom were privateers
authorised by their governments in the
Ottoman empire. Their biggest ports were
in Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers, Rabat,
and Salé. The name had religious
overtones, as the pirates that sailed
around the Mediterranean were often
Muslim, and they were seen to prey
on Christian, or non-Muslim vessels.

Corsairs remained a force
in the Mediterranean
until the 19th century.
The term ‘buccaneer’
was most common in
the late 17th and early
18th centuries. The word
originated from the French
term boucan, meaning
a frame that was used
to roast or smoke meat,
as many early European
settlers were hunters who
earned their living by selling
smoked meat to passing
Spanish ships. As these same
hunters – branded boucanier
– turned to piracy, the label
evolved to apply generally
to most of the privateers
and pirates who operated in
the Caribbean – particularly
those based on the islands of
Hispaniola, Tortuga and Port
Royal. Famous buccaneers included
Bartholomew Roberts and Captain
Henry Morgan, a pirate famed for his
bloodthirsty nature who plundered
the Caribbean colonies during the
late 17th century.
As the Age of Sail came to an end,
these terms lost some distinction,
and today, they are often used
interchangeably when talking about
the villains of the high seas. d
WORDS: ELINOR EVANS

SEA DOGS AND SLAVE SHIPS
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A

ll pirates are pirates, right?
Not quite. During the golden
age of piracy, there were
several distinct names for
groups that sailed the high
seas. These labels could tell you a lot
about their actions and where they came
from – and how they were seen in the
eyes of the law.
The term pirate is probably the most
general term for nefarious seafarers,
coming from the Greek peiratēs
– meaning brigand – used since the
14th century as a term for someone who
committed piracy. Traditionally, those
known as pirates would use violence and
intimidation to raid ships at sea or coastal
settlements, and this term could be
applied to any era, not just the golden age.
Privateers, though they were
technically on the right side of the law,
were often just pirates by another name.

36
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Crucial to the view of privateers’
activities were letters of marque,
which date to the late Middle Ages;
the earliest mention of such a letter
is in a patent roll of Edward I from
1293. These were commissions
from a country’s authorities – the
monarch or government – that
allowed privately owned vessels
to wage war against shipping from
another country or territory. As
they offered a cheaper option than
building and maintaining a navy, many
maritime nations made use of privateers
to attack enemy shipping, and numbers
often swelled in times of war.
But it wasn’t uncommon for the
lines between pirate and privateer to
become blurred. Many who started out
as privateers would stray outside their
commission, raiding ports or ships
beyond their licence. In 1691, a man

Elizabethan sailors
Sir Richard Hawkins
(above) and Sir Martin
Frobisher (top) both
‘legally’ robbed enemy
ships on behalf of the
English Crown

One key difference was that privateers
would be required to return to their
government and share the spoils,
rather than line their own pockets
like pirate crews. During war
between England and Spain in
the 16th century, Elizabeth I
used letters of marque to grant
privateering licenses to sailors
– known as her ‘Sea Dogs’ – who
formed a supplementary navy. Sir
Martin Frobisher looted French ships in
the English Channel, and Sir Richard
Hawkins preyed upon enemy
shipping in the Spanish Main. These
‘legal’ pirates – at least in the eyes
of the English – helped subsidise
state power by mobilising armed
ships and sailors, and swelled royal
coffers. In 1568 English privateer
Francis Drake took part in the battle
of San Juan de Ulúa (in modern-day
Mexico) against Spanish forces; although
a defeat, he returned with gold and silver
worth over £40,000. Many of these ‘Sea
Dogs’ also made England’s first forays
into the trade of enslaved people, laying
the foundations of Britain’s significant
involvement in the global trade.
But when James VI and I acceded to
the throne in 1603, he pursued

A FORMIDABLE TRIO
Struggling with your pirate terminology? Here are three seafarers who fit the main labels...
PRIVATEER:
Francis Drake

F English admiral Francis Drake
(later Sir Francis) was granted
a privateering commission by
Elizabeth I in 1572 – he was
referred to by the queen as
“my pirate”. The first Englishman
to circumnavigate the globe
(between 1577 to 1580) and
return alive, Drake made a
fortune plundering Spanish
settlements in the Americas,

ABOVE: Francis Drake not only
defeated the Spanish Armada,
but also plundered Spanish
settlements, too
RIGHT: A 19th-century
engraving of buccaneer
François l’Olonnais

and later became famed for his
role in the 1588 English victory
over the Spanish Armada.

BUCCANEER:
François l’Olonnais

H François l’Olonnais was born in
Les Sables-d’Olonne, France, in
1630. He came to the Caribbean
as an indentured servant in the
1650s and by the early 1660s
had become a buccaneer. He
is most famous for invading
and destroying Maracaibo (in
modern-day Venezuela) with
a fleet of eight ships and more
than 400 pirates in order to
find gold. L’Olonnais was known
as a sadistic torturer. While in
Maracaibo, he forced his victims
to reveal where they had hidden
their possessions by slicing
them with his sword, burning
and then strangling them. The

circumstances of his death are
unknown; he may have been
killed by an indigenous tribe in
Honduras in c1668.

CORSAIR:
John Ward,
aka Yusuf Raïs

John Ward began his career
as a privateer, though following
James VI and I’s crackdown
against the semi-legal form of
piracy, he fled to the north coast
of Africa with a band of Cornish
pirates, where a leader named
Uthman Dey had created a
powerful guild of corsairs. There,
Ward made a name for himself
by seizing an astonishing array of
vessels. Around 1610, he and his
crew took the decision to convert
to Islam and settling permanently
in Tunis, where Ward changed his
name to Yusuf Raïs.
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DESPICABLE
PIRATES FROM
HISTORY

As international trade burgeoned in
the age of colonial expansion, valuable
cargoes were transported across the
globe, providing vast opportunities
for piracy. Eric Jay Dolin presents six
of history’s most despicable seafarers,
from the ports of the American
colonies to the Indian Ocean...

I

n the summer of 1632, fur trader
Dixie Bull was travelling along the
coast of Maine when disaster struck:
a small group of Frenchmen had
stolen his shallop [a light sailing
boat]. Enraged, Bull hastily commandeered
another vessel and gathered a force of 15
armed men to exact revenge on the French.
Having no luck in that pursuit, and short
on supplies, Bull resorted to piracy. He and
his men ransacked two English vessels and
attacked a settlement called Pemaquid on
the coast of Maine, gaining fame under the
name ‘the dread pirate’.
Over the next couple of months there
were periodic sightings of Bull and his
men, who had apparently renounced
piracy in fear of the fatal punishment that
awaited them if they were caught. To make
it clear that they wanted no more trouble,
the pirates sent a letter to the governors of
all the English colonies and plantations,
“signifying their intent not to do harm to
any more of their countrymen, but to go to
the southward, and to advise them not to
send against them; for they were resolved
to sink themselves rather than be taken”.
Bull and his men were never heard
from again, and what happened to them
remains a mystery. One account claims
that Bull’s crew “fled eastward”, most
likely to French settlements in Canada,
and “Bull himself got into England; but
God destroyed this wretched man”. Others
believe Bull joined the French, or that he
was killed by Native Americans.

THOMA

D

uring the North American conflict
known as King William’s War
(1688–97), in which New England
colonists launched attacks on
French colonies, many governors
gave letters of marque (letters authorising
privately owned ships, or ‘privateers’, to capture
enemy merchant ships) to men who had no
intention of fighting the enemy French. Instead,
these crews planned to attack Mughal ships in
the Indian Ocean. Since England was not at
war with the Mughal empire, however, attacks
on Mughal shipping were, by definition, pure
piracy. This fact didn’t bother colonial governors
in the least. They not only lined their pockets
when issuing fake letters of marque, but they
(as well as any investors in the ‘privateering’
cruise) also expected the pirates to return to the
colony from which they departed to share the
treasure and pay off debts.
In 1691, Thomas Tew (a Rhode Islander by
birth) accepted a commission from Bermuda’s
governor for a privateering venture to Africa, to
take a French fort located on the Gambia River

“ACCORDING TO ONE
ACCOUNT, A CANNONBALL
RIPPED INTO TEW’S MIDSECTION,
DISEMBOWELLING HIM”
A 19th-century image shows
Thomas Tew relaxing with his
pipe. The rogue sailor attacked
Mughal ships in the Indian Ocean,
instead of fighting the French as
instructed by colonial governors

S TEW
at Gorée. He found backers to
provide him with a vessel – the
70-ton sloop Amity – and set
Being granted letters of
off. Yet instead of attacking
marque allowed
private sailors – like tho
the French, he and his men
se pictured here
– to capture enemy me
rchant ships
sailed to the Indian Ocean,
plundered a Mughal ship, and
returned to Newport, Rhode Island.
They returned with enough treasure so that
each of his men walked away with £1,200 to
doubt firing their imaginations.
£3,000 – while Tew collected two to three times
Tew should have quit while he was ahead.
that amount.
When he attacked a Mughal ship quite capable
Tew wanted to retire, but his men convinced
of defending itself near the mouth of the
him to return to the Indian Ocean for another
Red Sea the following year, the Amity – and
round of piracy, and this time Tew purchased
Tew – got the worst of it. According to one
a fake privateering license from New York
account, a cannonball ripped into Tew’s
governor Benjamin Fletcher for £300.
midsection, disembowelling him. After he was
Commission in hand, Tew returned to Newport
killed, his men gave up the chase and sailed to
in early November, where the Amity was
Madagascar. With Amity in bad shape, and a
being readied for the voyage. Word of Tew’s
slow sailer even under the best of conditions,
plans had spread far and wide, in no small
the crew set off down the coast, where they
measure because of his boasting, and a great
found another vessel and commandeered it.
array of men flocked to the wharf to sign on as
These remnants of Amity’s crew continued
crewmembers, brilliant images of treasure no
their pirating, never returning to New York.
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DESPICABLE PIRATES

L
DIXIE BUL

DESPICABLE PIRATES

W
EDWARD LO

THOMAS POUND
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n 10 August 1689, Thomas
Pound and 12 armed associates
launched their piratical careers
by capturing a fishing vessel out
of Salem, Massachusetts, called
the Mary. In subsequent months, the pirates
plundered a number of ships in Massachusetts’
waters, and traded the Mary for a bigger and
more powerful ship, the Goodspeed.
In late September, the governor of
Massachusetts ordered a vessel, manned by
20 soldiers, to bring Pound and his men to
Boston to face justice, using deadly force to
“subdue” them if necessary. A captain named
Samuel Pease was put in charge.
Pease found his quarry in Tarpaulin Cove,
off Naushon Island, and he demanded that
the pirates “strike to [the] King of England”,
but Pound was not cowed. Standing on his
quarterdeck, he flourished his sword, and
barked across the water: “Come aboard you
dogs, and I will strike you presently.”
No sooner had Pound issued this bellicose
invitation than the shooting began. Pound took
a musket ball to the arm and one just under
the ribs, while Pease was struck in the arm,
the side and the thigh. An hour after the first
shots were fired, the soldiers swarmed onto
the Goodspeed, getting off one good volley,
and then using the butts of their muskets
to mercilessly beat the pirates into bloodied
submission. When the smoke cleared, four
pirates were dead, and most of the rest were
wounded, while five of the soldiers were
injured. Pease would later die of his wounds.
The men of the Goodspeed were brought to
trial in 1690 on charges of piracy and murder,
and although 14 of them were found guilty and
sentenced to be hanged, for reasons that are not
clear, only one was executed.

Thomas Pound terrorised the coast of Massachusetts –
until the colony’s governor decided that he’d had enough
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A British frigate
similar to HMS
Shoreham – the
vessel targeted by
Lewis Guittar and
his men in 1700

UITTA
G
S
I
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A c1837 illustration of Edward
Low depicts him brandishing
a pistol and a bowl of punch –
much to one crewman’s distress

t the end of April 1700, the
French pirate Lewis Guittar
sailed into Chesapeake Bay,
between Maryland and Virginia,
on La Paix (Peace), capturing
several merchant vessels. Then, HMS
Shoreham, captained by William Passenger,
appeared on the horizon. Pandemonium
broke out on the pirate ship: 50 prisoners
were hustled down into the hold and La
Paix was readied for battle. Passenger
relished the coming engagement, boasting
that “this is but a small fellow, we shall have
him presently.”
For hours, the two ships pummelled
each other with broadsides [cannons on
the sides of the ships], and La Paix was
eventually outgunned. But although Guittar
surrendered, he had one more trick up his
sleeve. After ordering his men to lay a trail
of gunpowder leading to the ship’s magazine,
he then forced one of the prisoners to swim
to the Shoreham to deliver the following
ultimatum: “Tell the commander in chief if
he will not give me and my men quarter and
pardon, I will blow up the ship and we will
all die together.”
Virginia governor Francis Nicholson,
who was on board the Shoreham, agreed
to grant the pirates quarter [the right to be
taken prisoner instead of instant death] and
refer them to the mercy of the king. But the
damage had already been done: 26 pirates
were killed during the battle, with eight
others later dying of their wounds. Four men
also lay dead on the Shoreham, with many
more injured.

R

In the end, Guittar and the rest of the
surviving pirates were shipped to England,
where William III, feeling unmerciful,
put them on trial. Ultimately, Guittar and
more than 50 of his crew were found guilty
and executed.

dward Low started his piratical
career in 1721 in the Caribbean. Over
the next few years, Low blazed a path
of destruction, becoming, according
to one contemporary account, “the
most noted pirate in America” – and certainly
the most vicious. He seemed to relish torturing
and killing his victims. When the captain of one
boarded ship had the temerity to cut the rope
holding a bag of coins, so that it fell into the
ocean rather into the pirates’ hands, Low killed
him – but only after cutting off his lips and
roasting them in front of his eyes. Then, Low
killed the captain’s entire crew of 32 people.
On another occasion, when Low seized casks
of wine and brandy from a captured vessel,
its captain asked if Low would be so kind as
to write a sentence or two stating that he had
taken the liquor, so that the owners wouldn’t
think that the captain had dishonestly sold it
and pocketed the profits. Low cheerily agreed,
and said that he would be right back with what
the man had requested. A few minutes later,
Low returned with two loaded pistols, and
“presenting one at [the captain’s] bowels”, he
told the petrified man that this “was for his
wine, and discharged it”. He then pointed the
other pistol at the captain’s head, saying this
one is “for your brandy” and fired again.
Although one of Low’s ships was captured
by a British naval vessel, and 26 of the pirates on
board were hanged in Newport, Rhode Island,
Low continued his plundering ways until the
spring of 1724, when he suddenly disappears
from the historical record.

“LOW KILLED THE MAN –
BUT ONLY AFTER CUTTING OFF
HIS LIPS AND ROASTING THEM IN
FRONT OF HIS EYES”
ILLI
JOHN PH

J
cigarette
John Phillips depicted on a 19th-century
flag he
card (above), along with a replica of the
)
reportedly flew on board Revenge (right

ohn Phillips and four other men became
pirates during the summer of 1723,
stealing a schooner off Newfoundland
and christening it Revenge. They then
proceeded to plunder more than 30
vessels up and down the American coast. In late
March 1724, Phillips overpowered a Virginia ship,
whose captain, John Mortimer, refused to hand
over his valuable geese and hogs. This infuriated
Phillips, leading to a yelling match between the
two, which quickly escalated when Mortimer,
apparently a brave but reckless man, grabbed
a handspike and struck Phillips, who drew his
sword and ran Mortimer through, killing him.
Phillips forced many men to become pirates
against their will, and that was his ultimate
undoing. A few of the forced men – including
John Fillmore (the great-grandfather of Millard
Fillmore, the 13th president of the United
States), Edward Cheesman, Isaac Lassen and
Andrew Harradine – began to quietly conspire
to rise up when the time was right. That time
finally came on 18 April 1724, about 40 miles
southeast of Cape Sable, Nova Scotia.
The prisoners were doing some repairs on the

PS

ship when one of them gave the signal. Cheesman
jumped up and grabbed the nearest pirate,
pitching him overboard. A split second later,
Lassen grabbed Phillips’ arm, while Harradine
reached for an adze (a cutting tool similar to an
axe) and brought it down on the captain’s head,
killing him instantly. In the meantime, Fillmore
dispatched another pirate with a broadax, while
the co-conspirators lunged at the gunner and
flung him over the rails. The remaining pirates,
seeing the force arrayed against them, gave up.
Harradine piloted the pirate’s ship and
remaining crew to Boston, carrying the severed
heads of Phillips and his boatswain in a barrel
full of salt. The subsequent trials of Phillips’
remaining men resulted in four being found
guilty. Two were given a reprieve and the other
two were hanged on 2 June 1724. d
ERIC JAY DOLIN is an author and historian.
His works include Black Flags, Blue Waters:
The Epic History of America’s Most Notorious
Pirates (Liveright, 2018). His book on privateering
in the American Revolution will be available in
May 2022
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ANNE BONNY AND MARY READ
Notorious Pyrates – a collection of pirate
biographies published in 1724. However,
the book is largely fiction, with very
little fact. Anne Bonny and Mary Read’s
biographies are no different, and may
be the most fictitious of them all.
Johnson gives their early lives parallel
origin stories: they were both illegitimate
children raised as boys to avoid social
scandal as bastard daughters. Anne
then eschewed 18th-century female
societal roles by running away with a
sailor, James Bonny, to become a pirate.
After several years at sea, they landed at
Nassau on the island of New Providence
in the Bahamas, and separated. Anne
subsequently spent much of her time in
taverns wooing sailors and pirates until
she met Captain John (Jack) Rackham.
Mary apparently had a similar story
in that she joined the British Army in
Flanders disguised as a young man.
She then seduced and married a fellow
soldier, but he died soon after, so she
resumed her male identity and re-joined
the army in a different regiment. Grief,
however, dulled her skills, so she was
honourably discharged. It was time for
a new beginning. She then joined a
merchant ship, which was soon besieged
by pirates, and ended up in Nassau after
opting to join the pirates’ ranks herself.
Here she is said to have met Anne and
Jack, and the three of them embarked on
their own voyage as part of a larger crew.

PARTNERS
IN CRIME
GETTY IMAGES X3, ALAMY X3
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pirate crewmates was shocking enough
for the jury to convict them almost
immediately. But who exactly were these
women, and how did they end up being
two of the most notorious pirates of the
18th century?
Unfortunately, much of their early
existence is a mystery, with virtually no
information about their lives before they
entered piracy in August 1720. The only
account comes from Captain Charles
Johnson’s book A General History of
the Robberies and Murders of the Most

BELOW: A statue of
Governor Woodes
Rogers, who issued
a proclamation calling
for the pair’s arrest

TWO MONTHS OF TERROR

Dr Rebecca Simon explores the lives of
Anne Bonny and Mary Read – the deadly female
pirate duo who plundered their way to infamy

n November 1720, a pair of women
named Anne Bonny and Mary
Read took the stand in Spanish
Town, Jamaica, accused of piracy
in the Caribbean. Their surviving
victims, Dorothy Thomas and Thomas
Spenlow, recounted harrowing attacks
in which the women fired their pistols at
will, struck people with their cutlasses,
swore, cursed, and even fought with their
shirts open, revealing their bare breasts.
The fact that the two women were said to
fight harder and deadlier than their male

RIGHT: The Tryals of
Captain John Rackam
and other Pirates,
published 1721, details
the women’s exploits
at sea in the Caribbean

MAIN: A depiction of
the real Anne Bonny,
alongside her fellow
crewmate Mary Read
ABOVE: Anne Bonny,
played by Clara Paget
(right), takes on an
adversary in Black Sails
– a TV series inspired
by piracy’s golden age
RIGHT: Captain John
(Jack) Rackham set sail
with the duo in 1720

When the trio set sail from Providence
in August 1720, Anne – thinking Mary
was a man – apparently attempted to
seduce her fellow crewmate. Despite the
revelation that Mary was, in fact, female,
they quickly become the fiercest pair
on the ship, and may have even started
a romantic relationship regardless.
According to Johnson, Rackham was so
jealous of Mary’s closeness to Anne that
he threatened to slit her throat, but when
he realised that she was a woman too, he
acquiesced to the pair’s relationship.
Surviving historical documentation
provides contradicting information,
however: whereas Johnson claims that
Mary joined Rackham’s crew disguised as
a man, a written proclamation issued by
Woodes Rogers, governor of the Bahamas,
calls for Rackham’s arrest along with
“two women, by name Ann Fulford alias
Bonny, and Mary Read”. This means that
Anne may have arrived in the Bahamas
under a false name, and that Mary was
known to be a woman when she stepped
aboard with Rackham’s crew.
Despite the confusion surrounding
the women’s origins, their subsequent
pirate careers are well known thanks to
the publication of a 1721 book, The Tryals
of Captain John Rackam and other
Pirates’. According to the account,

“RACKHAM WAS SO JEALOUS
OF MARY’S CLOSENESS TO
ANNE THAT HE THREATENED
TO SLIT HER THROAT”
A painting of Mary Read. According to two of their victims, both she and Anne cursed, swore, and fought with their breasts exposed
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ANNE BONNY AND MARY READ

MORE WOMEN
WHO MADE WAVES

BONNY AND READ RELOADED
The story of the swashbuckling women has
inspired countless writers over the centuries
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Anne Bonny and Mary Read’s stories have had a
profound impact on popular culture, starting with
the biographies that appear in Captain Charles
Johnson’s book A General History of the Robberies
and Murders of the Most Notorious Pyrates,
published in 1724. Some 53 years later, John Gay’s
Polly, a sequel to the dramatist’s famous Beggar’s
Opera, premiered. The title character has a similar
background to Anne: she disguises herself as a man
to travel to the West Indies and find the love of her
life. Along the way, she meets a fellow female pirate
named Jenny, who is evidently based on Mary Read.
More recently, in 1978, Steve Gooch wrote a play
entitled The Women Pirates: Ann Bonney [sic] and
Mary Read. The initial performances were deemed
a failure due to their poor production quality, but
the play enjoyed a resurgence in the 1980s.
Since then, Anne has emerged as the more
popular of the duo, with the US television show
Black Sails (2014–17) featuring her as a main
character. Played by Clara Paget, she is portrayed
as a bloodthirsty woman, willing to murder
anyone who stands in her way, but with a tragic
backstory that seeks to humanise her. Bizarrely, the
programme’s creators replace Mary Read with a
fictional character named Max, who runs a brothel.
On the whole, Mary’s erasure in popular culture
is a mystery, considering she was given a richer life
story in A General History of the Pyrates. However,
as Anne is described as embarking upon a life of
piracy out of love for her husband (unlike the more
masculine Mary), it could be argued that her story
has been deemed more ‘socially acceptable’ for
mainstream audiences.

Jessica Parker Kennedy as Max in Black Sails. The fictional character acts
as a companion to Anne Bonny, rather than the real-life Mary Read
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Three other female pirates
you need to know about...
LADY KILLIGREW

Mary Wolverston was not only the
daughter of a pirate, but she also
married one, too. Her husband,
Sir John Killigrew, had initially
been appointed by Elizabeth I to
investigate piracy, but ended up
engaging in the practice himself –
often with Mary by his side. After
being captured in Cornwall, Mary was
sentenced to death, before receiving
a royal pardon at the last minute.

CHING YIH SAOU

A painting depicts Anne and Mary hunting on land. Although aspects of their biographies remain sketchy,
both women spent periods of their life disguised as men, fulfilling traditional masculine roles
Rackham and his crew sailed from late
August until late October 1720 on board
a captured ship he named the Revenge,
with their first attack taking place on
3 September, when they seized seven
fishing boats off the coast of Harbour
Island in the Bahamas. They struck with
brute force – but none fought harder than
Anne and Mary – and took fishing goods
worth £10 in Jamaican currency.
Things would go poorly for several
weeks, but the pirates’ patience was
finally rewarded on 1 October, when
they managed to seize two merchant
ships, taking more than £1,000 in British
pounds in the process. This huge success
spurred Rackham to become more
reckless, and on 19 October, the crew
had their greatest triumph off the coast
of Port Maria Bay, Jamaica. Here they
captured another merchant ship and took
its captain, Thomas Spenlow, hostage.
Later that same day, they seized a canoe
containing a woman named Dorothy
Thomas. Anne and Mary were ruthless in
the attack and insisted they kill Dorothy,
but Rackham overruled them. The two
women insisted that she could speak out
against them if they were caught, but
Rackham ignored their advice.
Their luck was waning, however. The
governor of Jamaica, Sir Nicholas Lawes,
had heard of their exploits and charged
the famed pirate hunter, Jonathan Barnet,
to attack and capture the ship. Barnet,
a privateer of the War of the Spanish
Succession (1701–14), knew many pirates’
haunts in the area, and managed to
get information from Dorothy Thomas
regarding their whereabouts. He caught
up with them off the coast of Negril Bay
(now known as Bloody Bay) and lay in

“MARY SHOT HER
PISTOL INTO THE
HOLD,
KILLING ONE OF
HER FELLOW PIR
ATES
IN THE PROCESS”

wait until after dark. In the meantime,
Rackham and the rest of the crew were
celebrating their spoils by drinking all
their stolen wine. Only Anne and Mary
abstained, and warned the men to keep
a lookout. No one listened.

RETURNING TO DOCK

At around 10 o’clock, Barnet approached
the Revenge with a British flag, calling for
Rackham to surrender. The pirate captain
refused and shouted he would neither
give nor take any quarter, but after Barnet
fired his ship’s cannons, Rackham ordered
everyone to hide down in the hold.
“If there’s a man among ye, ye’ll come
up and fight like the man ye are to be!”
Mary allegedly shouted at her crewmates,
still standing on deck. She shot her pistol
into the hold, killing one of her fellow
pirates in the process, but the men still
refused to fight, leaving Anne and Mary
to defend the ship alone. Captain Barnet
and his men easily overpowered the
duo, and soon, all the pirates were
arrested and sent to Port Royal, before
being carted to Spanish Town for trial.
Captain Jack Rackham was one
of the first to be sentenced to death.
On the morning of his execution, 18
November 1720, he asked to see Anne
for some final words of comfort. Still
furious at how his cowardice likely led
to their imprisonment, she spoke with
callousness: “If you had fought like a
man, you need not have been hang’d
like a dog.” That same afternoon he was
hanged at Gallow’s Point, later renamed
Rackham’s Cay.
Thomas Spenlow and Dorothy Thomas
were key witnesses, just as Anne and
Mary predicted, and their testimony

damned the rest of the pirates almost
immediately. Although they all pled
“not guilty”, the entire crew was
condemned and sentenced to hang. At
Anne and Mary’s trial, the women were
asked if they had anything to say in their
defence, to which they replied “no”. But
after receiving their sentence of death,
they revealed a shocking secret: both
were pregnant. As custom dictated, they
were given a stay of execution until after
the birth of their children.

ABOVE: A drawing
shows Mary visiting
Rackham in prison.
She is said to have
admonished him for
allowing the crew to
be captured so easily
TOP: The women were
forced to defend the
Revenge while their
crewmates cowered
inside the hold

Tragically, Mary died in prison in
April 1721 of ‘gaol fever’, today known
as typhus, and possibly complications
during childbirth. Anne’s end is more
mysterious. It has long been thought
that she managed to leave prison and
go back home to the Carolinas, where
she lived until the age of 82. On the
other hand, more recent research
has located records in St Catherine’s
Parish, Jamaica, listing the death of
a woman named Anne Bonny in 1731,
suggesting that she may have spent the
rest of her life on the island.
The enduring mystery that surrounds
their early years, combined with their
extraordinary bravery and capacity for
violence, has cemented Anne Bonny and
Mary Read as two of the most notorious
pirates in history. But not only do their
stories provide a fascinating insight into
what it was like to sail during the golden
age of piracy, they also show how it was
possible for women to survive – and
thrive – in such a dangerous world. d
DR REBECCA SIMON is a historian
of early modern piracy. She is the author
of Why We Love Pirates: The Hunt for
Captain Kidd and How He Changed Piracy
Forever (Mango Press, 2020)

Also known as Zheng Yi Sou,
Ching Yih Saou (below) was one of
the most successful pirates of the
19th century. The widow of a fellow
pirate named Ching Yih, she had
command over an 800-strong fleet
and plundered ships across southeast
Asia – often overpowering the navies
who tried to bring her to heel. Saou
had a strict code for her crew, and
dished out harsh punishments for
those who disobeyed her orders. She
surrendered in 1810 when she was
offered an amnesty, and died wealthy
after opening a gambling den.

RACHEL WALL

One of the few American women to
become a pirate, Rachel Wall was
born in Pennsylvania, before running
away as a teenager to live by the
sea, and marrying a fisherman. Hit by
financial troubles, the couple began
targeting ships along the coast of
New England, pretending to be in
distress before killing and plundering
their would-be saviours. Following
her husband’s death, Wall continued
to rob people on land, before being
captured and executed in 1789.
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QUEEN ANNE’S REVENGE
SHIP STATISTICS

QUEEN ANNE’S
REVENGE

THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN
OF BLACKBEARD’S FLEET
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Blackbeard, born Edward Teach,
was violently beheaded off the
coast of North Carolina
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Queen Anne’s Revenge was a terrifying
sight to sailors, as it was captained by one of the
Caribbean’s most dreaded pirates...
One of the most feared pirates to ever sail the seas was
Edward Teach, more commonly known as Blackbeard. Believed
to have been born in Bristol in around 1680, he was probably
employed as a privateer before being taken under the wing
of prolific Caribbean pirate Benjamin Hornigold.
In November 1717, he captured the French frigate
La Concorde, which was transporting several hundred slaves
between Juda on the coast of West Africa and Martinique in
the Caribbean. The ship’s crew, outnumbered and weak after
a long and arduous Atlantic crossing, were soon overcome
and La Concorde’s captain, Pierre Dosset, surrendered to
Blackbeard. The ship was adapted to make it suitable for its
nefarious activities: extra guns were added and any slaves that
didn’t join the crew were eventually sold on. With room for
300 crew and 40 guns, the vessel, renamed Queen Anne’s
Revenge – thought to be a nod to Blackbeard’s Jacobite
beliefs and his desire to see the Stuart dynasty and Queen
Anne’s heirs restored to the throne – became the
flagship of his fleet.
On 22 November 1718,
six months after Queen
Anne’s Revenge had
been run aground
and abandoned, a
bloody battle brought
Blackbeard’s rule to an end.
Taking place just off the coast of
North Carolina on board the pirate
ship Adventure, Lieutenant Robert
Maynard engaged Blackbeard in handto-hand-combat – the fearsome pirate
suffered 20 cutlass wounds, five pistol
shots and was beheaded. His body
was thrown overboard and his
head tied to the prow
of Maynard’s ship.

BIG NUMBERS

516

MIZZENMAST

RIGGING

The ship
boasted three
masts and
eight sails

The number of
captive Africans
taken on board La
Concorde at the
port of Juda,
or Whydah,
in present-day
Benin – around
eight weeks
before the ship
was captured by
Blackbeard

1,500
The weight
of
the ship’s an
chor
in kilograms
–
raising it co
uld
take as long
as an hour

BOWSPRIT



CANNONS

Each of the
40 cannons
on board were
operated by
four men





 







GALLEY

ANCHOR

SUPPLIES

Built out of bricks to
prevent fires spreading, the
galley also contained
sandboxes that were used
to extinguish rogue embers

CAPTAIN’S
CABIN

The location of the
captain’s cabin – in
the stern – was the
stablest part of the
ship and could be
easily defended in
the case of a mutiny

1 COVER OF THE CANNON 2 BORE The inside of the barrel, through which the shot
travelled. 3 RIGGINGS The cannon would be fastened to the ship’s bulwark and moved
into position using ropes and pulleys. 4 REAR RIGGING This would prevent the cannon
from moving while sailing or when it was inactive. 5 NOOSE A strong rope that prevented
the cannon from moving backwards when discharging. 6 GUN CARRIAGE The structure
that supported the cannon, which could weigh around 900kg. 7 CANNONBALLS These
could weigh around 15kg each. Cannons also fired canister shot, typically loaded with nails
and musket balls. 8 SPONGE Soaked with water and used to cool the bore after a shot to
avoid premature firing. 9 RAMROD Used to pack the load of shot into the cannon.
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The grand flagship of Blackbeard’s
fleet was almost as infamous as its
notorious captain

CREW: around 124
CAPACITY: 270 tons

BIGGEST PIRATE MYTHS

FA C T V F I C T I O N

HISTORY’S

BIGGEST PIRATE MYTHS

Dr Rebecca Simon debunks six common tropes and
misconceptions about pirates and their swashbuckling ways

PIRATES BURIED
THEIR TREASURE

SHUTTERSTOCK X1, GETTY IMAGES X4, ALAMY X2

There is a long-stan
ding idea that pirate
s buried their
treasure and left ma
ps enabling them to
find it later.
However, this is a my
th. The origins of thi
s commonly
held belief stem fro
m a story concerning
the pirate
Captain William Kid
d (c1655–1701), who
tried to
escape a spell of im
prisonment by writin
g a letter to
the governor of New
York and Massachuset
ts, Lord
Bellomont, claiming
that he had buried a
cache of gold
and jewels on Gardi
ner’s Island, just off
the coast of New
York. Somehow, new
spapers got wind of
the story and
rumours of Kidd’s ric
hes spread like wildfi
re. However,
the search was unsuc
cessful – there was
nothing to be
found. Years later, it
would serve as the
inspiration for
Robert Louis Steven
son’s famous novel
Treasure Island,
only serving to perpe
tuate the myth furthe
r.
The reality is that pir
ates had no reason
to bury their
treasure. In fact, the
word ‘treasure’ often
did not mean
gold and jewels at all;
rather, it usually referr
ed to other
valuable items, rangin
g from textiles and
spices to
various wines and spi
rits. The majority of
pirates had
short lives at sea an
d needed to get we
althy quick, so
they plundered good
s and sold them on
land in order
to repair and restoc
k their ships, hire new
crew, support
their families, or buy
plenty of food and wo
men’s
company. Burying the
se items would have
only led
to lost goods and like
ly death before they
could be
recovered. So, while
it makes for a fun sto
ry, the reality
of ‘buried treasure’
is as fiction as Treasu
re Island.

LEFT: A fake map printed in
the first edition of Robert Lou
is
Stevenson’s iconic novel Trea
sure Island (1883)
FAR LEFT: A fanciful illustrat
ion imagines Captain William
Kidd burying valuables on
Gardiner’s Island in the 169
0s.
The story later gave rise to
a common pirate cliché
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Elizabeth Swann, played
by Keira Knightley, is
forced to contemplate a
watery fate in Pirates of
the Caribbean: The Curse
of the Black Pearl (2003)
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THERE WAS A
‘PIRATE ACCENT’

to depict pirates
Films and TV programmes like
ng phrases such as
sayi
s
ship
r
thei
nd
arou
swaggering
a broad English
with
gs”
lywa
“arr matey” and “ye scal
e pirates who
som
ainly
cert
e
wer
e
ther
le
brogue. Whi
l accents,
ona
regi
ive
inct
dist
said similar phrases in
ch or ‘pirate accent’
spee
of
way
dard
stan
no
there was
were extremely diverse,
on a ship. In fact, pirate vessels
nists and English,
colo
ican
mer
ish-A
Brit
by
crewed
,
nish
Spa
ch,
Scottish, Irish, Welsh, Fren
can
Afri
h,
Dutc
an,
Germ
Portuguese,
and southeast Asian men,
who all spoke in their
own standard accents
and native languages.
The so-called ‘pirate
accent’ was actually
popularised by actor
Robert Newton (right),
who starred in Disney’s 1950
adaptation of Treasure
Island as the antagonist
Long John Silver. Having
grown up in Cornwall,
an area known for its
rich maritime history and
pirate legends, Newton
made the artistic decision
to give Long John Silver an
exaggerated version of his
own accent. This proved so
effective that it has been
adopted by actors in
films ever since.
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PIRATES MADE VICTIMS
WALK THE PLANK

WOMEN WERE BAD
LUCK ON PIRATE SHIPS

A horrific, but morbidly fun, prac
tice shown in films
such as the Pirates of the Cari
bbean franchise involves
unfortunate victims being forc
ed to walk along a plank of
wood positioned over the edg
e of a ship, usually leading to
them falling overboard and drow
ning. Real-life pirates did
not use this as a method of pun
ishment, however. Instead,
many pirates’ victims – including
people forced into piracy
to replace deceased crew, or
hostages taken during battle
– were tied up and kept below
deck, where they were
subject to beatings and (in extr
eme cases) disfigurement.
Marooning was also a form of
punishment, reserved
for victims whom the pirates
deemed to be little threat on
land. If a person refused to join
the pirate crew but swore
to stay quiet, they would be left
stranded on an
island with a bottle of water,
a bottle of gunpowder,
a pistol and a single bullet.

There is a misconception that
women were seen as
bad luck on ships. Although ther
e is extensive maritime
lore involving female creature
s (such as mermaids and
sirens) luring sailors to their dea
ths, this stems from fears
about drowning rather than fear
s about women. In fact,
the ocean has been seen as a
female entity ever since
the creation stories found in the
Enūma eliš (an ancient
Babylonian text), which say that
the earth was born out
of water and split into fresh and
salt water. The latter
was ruled by the goddess Tiam
at, and thus the feminine
spirit was cemented within the
maritime world.
Outside the realm of myths and
legend, women did
often sail on ships, including pira
te ships, working in
domestic roles or living on boa
rd as the wives of the
captain and other high-ranking
officers. While pirates
such as Bartholomew Roberts
and Blackbeard did ban
women from their vessels, this
is because they felt that
a female presence would caus
e jealously and discord
among the men – not because
women were bad luck.

A 20th-century painting depicts Captain
William Kidd welcoming a young woman
aboard his ship. A female presence at sea
was not necessarily considered a bad thing

ALL PIRATE
SHIPS FLEW
THE SAME FLAG

When we think of pir
ates, we sometimes
think of a black
flag adorned with a
skull and crossbones,
flying high
above their ship. Th
is is close to reality,
but there
were many other diff
erent types of pirate
flags.
During the 17th cen
tury, for instance, pir
ates sailed
under a plain red fla
g (the ‘bloody flag’)
, and by
the turn of the 18th
century, some ships
also began
to sail under a plain
black flag. These soo
n came to
take on two different
meanings: red mean
t that pirates
would give no quart
er (mercy), while bla
ck meant that
pirates would give qu
arter. By the 1710s the
red flag
had pretty much go
ne out of fashion an
d was
almost entirely replac
ed by the black flag,
which
became known as the
Jolly Roger. This itse
lf
sported many differe
nt designs, one of the
most common versio
ns depicting a blood
y
heart alongside a de
vil holding a trident.
However, the first ite
ration of the skull an
d
crossbones flag put
into widespread use
was designed by the
pirate Captain ‘Calico
Jack’
Rackham, who create
d an image of a sku
ll above
a pair of crossed cut
lasses. This became
the most
popular emblem, an
d by the mid-18th cen
tury the
skull and crossbones
flag was used exclus
ively. The
symbol, simply mean
ing ‘death’, can also
be found
on headstones, and
in later maritime log
books next
to the names of decea
sed crew members.

PIRATES WORE
EYEPATCHES AND
HAD PEG LEGS
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Fictional pirates are
rarely depicted without
an eyepatch or ‘peg
leg’ – but there is little
evidence to suggest
this was a real-life
phenomenon

DR REBECCA SIMON is a historian of early modern piracy.
She is the author of Why We Love Pirates: The Hunt for Captain
Kidd and How He Changed Piracy Forever (Mango Press, 2020)
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PIRATE HUNTING
HEAVEN

A fanciful illustration
imagines pirates shouting in
defiance at a Royal Navy
vessel. Ironically, some
former navy men turned
to piracy after being
discharged
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CAPTAIN WILLIAM KIDD:
PIRATE OR SCAPEGOAT?
How one man went from hunter to hunted

ABOVE: The 1718 execution of Stede Bonnet – known as
the ‘Gentleman Pirate’ due to his wealthy origins
LEFT: Actors pose inside gibbets to promote the TV
series Black Sails. In reality, the devices were mainly
used to display criminals’ bodies after their execution
always work (some pirates accepted the
pardons and simply returned to their old
ways), one such offender that took up the
offer was Benjamin Hornigold. Despite
a formidable pirate CV, the ex-criminal
hung up his sword and joined Rogers’
crusade, successfully hunting down
many of his old partners in crime.

TURNING THE TIDE
As vicious criminals plundered the
seas, sailors were required to become
pirate hunters in a bid to bring offenders
to justice – and, ultimately, the gallows

ALAMY X5, GETTY IMAGES X1

D

uring late 17th and early
18th centuries, the Royal
Navy waged war against
pirates, doing everything
within its control to try
and bring criminals to justice. In fact,
the English (and, from 1707, British)
authorities even went so far as
to offer pardons to some of the worst
offenders, so keen were they for the
heinous practice to end.
But for the wider public, pirates often
came to be viewed as folk heroes; as
mythical and dashing rogues, rather
than murderous thieves. This created
a strange dissonance, where killers could
attain near-celebrity status, and ordinary
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people clamoured for the news of the
latest pirate escapades.

SEARCHING THE SEAS

The ‘war’ had begun in earnest in 1698,
when the government of King William III
passed the Piracy Act, allowing pirates to
be captured by English ships and tried in
Vice-Admiralty courts out at sea, rather
than having to be brought back home
to account for their crimes. The courts
– which had been set up to deal with
maritime matters in England’s colonies –
had no jury, and justice was swift.
However, catching the pirates in the
first place was often a problem. As the
result of peace treaties stemming from

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Woodes Rogers (right), pict
ured
with his family in 1729, sou
ght to
stamp out piracy in the Bah
amas

conflicts such as the War of the Spanish
Succession (1701–14), the Royal Navy had
been significantly reduced in size, and
didn’t have the resources needed to deal
with the issue effectively. They therefore
sought the assistance of professional
pirate hunters, who would spend their
time scouring the seas looking for the
swashbuckling thieves.
One of the pirates’ worst enemies was
the famed naval captain and explorer
Woodes Rogers, who was appointed
royal governor of the Bahamas in 1718.
Unlike some of his predecessors, who
had turned a blind eye to piracy, Rogers
was determined to stamp out the activity
altogether. Heading up a new, lawful
administration in the area, he saw that
the worst culprits were publicly hanged,
and helped rid Nassau, Providence Island,
of its so-called ‘pirate republic’.
Thanks to a new piece of legislation
signed by King George I, Rogers also
made the offer of royal pardons if pirates
agreed to surrender. While this didn’t

The trials of pirates were eagerly
anticipated, and their most notorious acts
were reported in newspapers. Through
sensational prose, those in the dock
were often portrayed as heroic outlaws,
not unlike the highwaymen of the day.
But without access to a defence counsel,
the accused had no choice but to defend
themselves – no mean feat, given that
many pirates had a limited education and
would have been unable to argue their
cases effectively. Instead, they usually had
three options: claim to have been drunk
at the time of the alleged offence; claim
that they had been forced into piracy; or
simply to not speak at all.
For condemned pirates who were tried
in London, rather than overseas, their
final destination was typically Execution
Dock, near the shoreline at Wapping.
The prisoner would be transported from
either Marshalsea or Newgate prison in
a procession, led by an officer carrying
a silver oar symbolising the Admiralty’s
authority. Once the Thames was at low
tide, gallows would be constructed on
the mudflats, where crowds of spectators
would jostle for the best view. But unlike
most criminals, pirates would be hanged
with a short rope, meaning they had to
face the agony of slowly being strangled
to death rather than having their neck
snapped in an instant.

Once the pirate was dead, their body
would be left in the gallows until at least
three tides had passed over it, before
being transferred to an iron gibbet, where
it would be displayed as a warning to
fellow criminals. Sometimes the corpse
would also be coated in a layer of tar so
that it didn’t decompose too quickly –
a truly gruesome spectacle.
However, the London executions
paled in comparison to some of the
show trials and mass executions of the
era. These occasions, with a festivallike atmosphere, were a source of
entertainment for the crowds, and
demonstrated both the strength of the
Royal Navy and the king’s authority.
One of the most notable mass
executions took place in 1718, when
22 people who had served on board
the ship of wealthy ‘Gentleman Pirate’
Stede Bonnet were hanged in
Charlestown (now Charleston)
in the Province of South
Carolina. A similar incident
took place five years later,
when English pirate Charles
Harris was hanged alongside
25 of his crew in Newport,
Rhode Island.
But arguably the most famous
mass execution in pirate history
was that of the crew of the late
Bartholomew Roberts in 1722.
Although 17 were spared the gallows
and were sentenced to prison, 52
men were hanged at Cape Coast
Castle in what is now Ghana.
With this final show of justice,
the golden age of piracy was
now at an end. d
WORDS: EMMA
SLATTERY WILLIAMS

One of the most infamous pirates to be hanged at
London’s Execution Dock never set out to become
one. In fact, Captain William Kidd had actually
been hired to hunt pirates down. His capture and
execution catapulted him into the pirate record
books, and he ultimately became more notorious
than those he had set out to apprehend.
Born in Scotland in c1655, Kidd spent many years
at sea as a privateer defending England’s trading
routes in the Caribbean. He eventually settled
in New York, raising a family and becoming a
prominent member of society.
In September 1696, Kidd was commissioned –
with royal approval – by some of the wealthiest
nobles in England to travel to the Indian Ocean
and rid it of pirates. After a while with no success,
Kidd’s crew grew restless and were clamouring to
turn to piracy themselves. Eventually, Kidd gave
in, and in 1698 he and his colleagues attacked the
Armenian-owned Quedagh Merchant, seizing more
than £700,000 in gold, silk and silver. As the ship
held letters promising French protection, Kidd was
persuaded that his actions were legal, since France
was then England’s rival.
On his return to the Caribbean in 1699, Kidd
discovered that the line between privateering and
piracy was no longer a murky one, and the tide
had turned against him – he was a wanted man.
Eventually arrested in Boston and sent to England,
Kidd had a swift trial – the papers
proving that the ships he had
attacked were under French
authority ‘disappeared’,
and his sponsors
abandoned him. As a
result, he was found
guilty of piracy and the
murder of one of his crew.
After two attempts
(the first rope broke)
Captain Kidd was
executed on
23 May 1701 and his
body displayed in
a gibbet at Tilbury
Point in Essex. His
reputation became
legendary, including
a rumour that he had
buried some treasure
on Gardiner’s Island in
New York – a story that
would inspire the 1883
novel Treasure Island
(see page 49).

The notorious Scottish
privateer, as depicted
in a 20th-century book
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BARBARY CORSAIRS
fearsome reputations; their legend
reverberated around the Mediterranean
basin, sometimes even further. The four
Barbarossa brothers – but most notably
two of them, Oruç and Hayreddin – set
the template when it came to pirate
behaviour. Operating in the late 15th
and early 16th centuries, the Barbarossas
(so named because of Oruç’s facial
hair, ‘barbarossa’ being Italian for ‘red
beard’) originally worked as sailors, but
converted into piracy to impede the
privateering of the Knights of St John,
a Catholic military order based on the
island of Rhodes.
Prior to becoming a pirate, Oruç
had been captured by the Knights and
imprisoned for three years after an
incident that also claimed the life of his
brother Ilyas. After escaping, an Ottoman
prince in Antalya commissioned Oruç
to take on the Knights, giving him 18
galleys as part of the deal. Embittered by
both his incarceration and Ilyas’ death,
the eldest Barbarossa brother jumped
at the offer. He and Hayreddin proved
to be astute and highly effective
operators, raiding coasts right
around the Mediterranean, as

MUSLIM RULERS
OF THE WAVES
GETTY IMAGES X2, ALAMY X2, OXYGENE TETOUAN X1

Long before the days of Blackbeard
and Anne Bonny, a very different type
of pirate was wreaking havoc at sea

B

arbary pirates, or corsairs,
were the outlaws of the waves
before the golden age of
piracy. From the 16th century
onwards, these Muslim
pirates operated out of the main ports
along the North African coast – Algiers,
Tunis, Rabat, Tripoli – raiding towns and
seizing merchant ships primarily across
the Mediterranean, although they did
also venture into northern Europe and
along the Atlantic coast of West Africa.
Their raison d’etre was to capture
slaves for the Ottoman empire slave
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trade – although taking ownership of
the valuable goods being transported
across the Mediterranean was a
gratefully welcomed by-product. The
pirates didn’t discriminate about who
they captured and placed in servitude.
The make-up of those being forced
into slavehood was a tangle of races,
nationalities and religions. The pirates
weren’t fussy, although Italian and
Spanish slaves fetched a better price than
northern Europeans. Nor did the pirates
discriminate about which ships they
attacked. Vessels sailing under all and any

well as defending
certain North
African ports from
Spanish aggression.

PIRATES OF
THE IBERIAN

The brothers’ success not only
came from their fearless control
of the seas. They also showed political
skill when navigating within a changing
landscape and being distinctly lithe
when it came to swapping allegiances as
the power of certain rulers was reduced
or replaced. Ultimately, the Barbarossas
captured Algiers from the Spanish and
established their control of the city and
the surrounding region. Oruç appointed
himself Sultan of Algiers.
Among the Barbarossas’ chief allies
was a female Muslim governor by the
name of Sayyida al-Hurra. She, too, rose
to legendary status as one of the most
ruthless Barbary pirates, a vocation also
chosen for the purposes of revenge. Born
in present-day Morocco in c1491–95, her
parents had been forced to flee Andalusia
due to the Reconquista, the removal of
Muslims from the Iberian Peninsula.

“MANY BARBARY PIRATES
AMASSED GREAT RICHES
WHILE ALSO DEVELOPING
FEARSOME REPUTATIONS”
MAIN: Muslim leaders
surrender Granada to
Catholic Spain in 1492.
The Reconquista,
during which Muslims
were removed from
the Iberian Peninsula,
led some exiles to turn
to piracy
INSET: A depiction of
the female Muslim
governor Sayyida
al-Hurra, who
personally launched
raids on Spain and
Portugal

MAIN: A Barbary
fleet off the coast
of Toulon, 1543. The
Muslim pirates mainly
operated within the
western Mediterranean,
but sometimes as far
north as Iceland
INSET: Priests plead
with corsairs to release
their Christian captives,
c1637. Some estimates
put the number of
Europeans to be
enslaved by corsairs
into seven figures

flags were considered fair game, making
the Mediterranean a particular perilous
sea for every nation.
Some estimates put the number of
Europeans enslaved by Barbary pirates
into seven figures. Most were sailors,
but their number also contained
fishermen and residents of raided coastal
villages. European governments tried to
counteract the piracy by offering bribes
to the pirates, or commissioning them
to work as official privateers. Ransoms
put on the heads of slaves were also paid,
too, either by governments or by religious
organisations like the Mercedarians, a
body set up purely to cover the ransoms
demanded. But, of course, every ransom
paid only strengthened a pirate’s hand.
Many of the Barbary pirates amassed
great riches while also developing

A 16th-century portrait
of brothers Oruç and
Hayreddin Barbarossa.
The siblings famously
captured Algiers from
the Spanish in 1516

In adulthood, she assembled a crew of
fellow Moors and reinvented herself as
a corsair, launching a series of raids on
Spain and Portugal. She controlled the
western portion of the Mediterranean
while the Barbarossa brothers ruled the
waves in the east. Al-Hurra became of
such renown and wealth that the Sultan
of Morocco made her his queen.

UNEXPECTED RECRUITS

Into the 17th century, the Barbary
corsairs were joined by sympathetic
Europeans – disillusioned outcasts
whose services as official privateers had
been decommissioned in a changing
world. One such renegade was John
Ward, a privateer from Kent who had
been engaged by Elizabeth I to plunder
Spanish ships after the failed invasion of
England by the Spanish Armada. When
the war with Spain ended during the rule
of James I, Ward continued to plunder. It
was merely the absence of a licence – a
letter of marque – that changed his job
title from privateer to pirate.
Having stolen a ship from Portsmouth,
Ward eventually found himself in
Tunis where he struck an arrangement
with Uthman Dey, the most powerful
military commander in the city, to
seize and plunder European ships in
the Mediterranean. One of Ward’s most
famous captures was that in 1607 of the
Reniera e Soderina, a huge Venetian
merchant ship laden with expensive
goods, control of which he secured after
three hours of fighting. It was arguably
the capture that made him a household
name. The English ambassador to
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Venice certainly wasn’t a fan.
“That famous pirate Ward,” he snorted,
“so well-known in this port for the
damage he has done, is beyond a doubt
the greatest scoundrel that ever sailed
from England.”
Among Ward’s allies was another
scoundrel, this one of Dutch descent.
Siemen Danziger went by many names,
including Zymen Danseker, Simon Re’is
(after he “turned Turk”) and Deli-Reis,
which translated as ‘Captain Crazy’.
Danziger was an extraordinarily prolific
corsair, capturing more than 40 ships
within the space of a couple of years
during the first decade of the 17th
century. Having been a privateer in
the Eighty Years’ War, he relocated to
Marseille where, as Ward had done in
Portsmouth, he too stole a ship and sailed
for the North African coast. Landing in
Algiers, he received the patronage of
Redwan, the Pasha of Algiers, and swiftly
rose to become one of the Ottoman

A sea battle with corsairs, depicted by Flemish
artist Laureys a Castro in c1681. By the late
17th century, the pirates were struggling to
compete with the might of Europe’s navies
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empire’s most effective
sea captains.
Danziger’s importance didn’t
merely rest with his deeds
within the Mediterranean
region. He was the first to lead
Barbary corsairs through the
Straits of Gibraltar and out
into the Atlantic. He even took
his men and his fleet as far
north as Iceland, laying the
foundations for later Barbary
attacks there. Danziger was a
wanted man, the target of many
countries’ ire. But he was a slippery
character, too. He was once attacked by
a fearsome French fleet that had been
bolstered by eight further Spanish ships,

GET HOOKED

BRITAIN’S COASTAL CRISIS
The maxim “Britons never will be slaves”
wouldn’t have been accurate during the
corsairs’ terrifying heyday...

The Barbary pirates
favoured oar-driven
galleys, powered by
captured slaves

OSE
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but the unexpected arrival of a storm
allowed him, against the odds, to escape
their clutches.

SINKING INTO OBSCURITY

Another politically astute corsair,
Danziger swapped sides when he
expressed a wish to return to his family
in Marseille (he was married to the
governor’s daughter). On arrival home in
1609, he made gifts of the Spanish gold
and Turkish slaves he’d accumulated,
and the following year the French
government asked him to
fight against the corsairs.
The poacher had turned
gamekeeper. In 1615,
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the Barbary pirates for
many decades wasn’t to
last. Technology was a chief
reason for their decline. Although they
would learn how to operate the squarerigged sailing ships they captured, their
favoured mode of transport was the
oar-driven galley, powered along by the
forced effort of large numbers of galley
slaves, many of whom would spend years
on board in abject conditions without
once walking on dry land. Within their
holds, these galleys would transport
a legion of soldiers armed with small
weapons and cutlasses.
But these were changing times. Not
only was their soldiers’ weaponry
increasingly anachronistic, but the
galleys couldn’t match – and would
choose not to engage with – the growing
military might of the big European
navies. The latter’s cannons and other
heavy firepower were effective bargaining
tools to compel the Barbary countries to
halt with their state-sponsored piracy.
After a couple of anarchic, action-packed
centuries, the Mediterranean became
a comparatively safe sea once again. d
WORDS: NIGE TASSELL

As they steered their oar-driven galleys back
and forth across the Mediterranean, zig-zagging
from coastal raid to ship capture and back again,
the Barbary corsairs were masters of their own
particular sea. But they had ambition. Thanks to the
technological know-how and geographical nous of
renegade Europeans who had become their allies,
they learned how to navigate the sailing ships they’d
seized, ships that would allow them to set a course
for the more tempestuous Atlantic Ocean.
Many headed north towards the British
Isles, using a familiar modus operandi. Coastal
settlements would be raided for new slaves,
while any ships they encountered en route were
plundered for goods and personnel. In 1625 alone,
around 1,000 sailors were captured off the coast
of Plymouth. The coastlines of Devon and Cornwall
were targeted for raids, as were settlements across
the Irish Sea. In 1631, more than 100 residents of
the Irish town of Baltimore were snatched for a
future life in servitude. The abductees included
men, women and children.
The reaction of the British government was
slow. Its underfunded navy couldn’t keep up with
the relentlessness of the Barbary pirates, nor was
there political will on London’s part to acquiesce
with ransom demands. Eventually, by the mid-17th
century, paying ransoms became national policy
which, combined with military attacks on North
African ports, did reduce the number of Britons
in slavery. Nonetheless, between the end of the
16th century and the early years of the 18th, an
estimated 25,000 were captured by the corsairs.

If we’ve whetted your appetite for pirate history, why not explore
the topic further with our pick of books, films and podcasts

BOOKS

Why We Love Pirates:
The Hunt for Captain
Kidd and How He
Changed Piracy Forever

Pirates of Barbary:
Corsairs, Conquests and
Captivity in the 17thCentury Mediterranean

By Dr Rebecca Simon
(Mango Press, 2020)

By Adrian Tinniswood
(Jonathan Cape, 2010)

Rebecca Simon dives into
the details of the two-year
global manhunt for Captain
Kidd, exploring how it turned
pirates into the romantic
antiheroes we love today.
Kidd was hanged in 1701,
followed by a massive Britishled hunt for all pirates during
the golden age of piracy.

Adrian Tinniswood draws on
a wealth of material – from
furious royal proclamations to
the private letters of pirates
and their victims, as well as
Islamic accounts – to provide
a new perspective on the
corsairs who terrorised the
Mediterranean and beyond
throughout the 17th century.

Pirates: Fact and Fiction
By David Cordingly and
John Falconer
(National Maritime
Museum, 2021)
This recently published
work brings together the
National Maritime Museum’s
rich collection of flags,
weapons, maps and fi ne
artworks to explain the
intriguing history of the pirate
trade and answer questions
like did pirates really bury
their treasure? And, does
piracy still exist today?

ONLINE AND AUDIO

E You’re Dead To Me (BBC Radio 4): Greg Jenner, Stu Goldsmith
and Dr Rebecca Simon look at the life of the infamous pirate,
Blackbeard. Listen at bbc.co.uk/programmes/p07n8syy

E For podcasts, features, quizzes, interviews and more on
the golden age of piracy, visit historyextra.com/pirates

WATCH

Black Sails
(Four seasons, now streaming on StarzPlay)

Britain’s Outlaws: Highwaymen,
Pirates and Rogues
(Now streaming on Apple TV)

A 1678 painting by Willem van de Velde the Younger shows a British
ship, flying the Union Flag, attempting to fend off a Barbary attack

A prequel to the Robert Louis Stevenson
novel Treasure Island, Black Sails centres
on tales of the fearsome Captain Flint and
his fight for the survival of New Providence
Island – a notorious pirate haven.

In the second episode of his 2015 BBC series,
Dr Sam Willis explores piracy during the early
18th century and charts the devastating impact
pirates had during an age of colonial expansion.
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